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Program PPP400

The following modifications were made in Section CREATE-DEDUCTION-TO-TAKE-1220, about 30 lines down:

IF KNET-ROUTINE = '15'
   PERFORM SP-CALC-15-RTN-1250
ELSE
   IF KNET-ROUTINE = '05'
      AND KNET-1ST-CALL-Routine-05-SW = ZERO
         PERFORM SP-CALC-05-RTN-1240
   END-IF
END-IF
IF KNET-ROUTINE = '40'
   AND RET-ELIG-CODE-SFHBR-RETR
      COMPUTE KNET-DP-DPI-AMT =
         XDSA-BALAMT (IC2-DP-GTN-MED-DPI, XDSA-GTN-P) 
         + XDSA-BALAMT (IC2-DP-GTN-DEN-DPI, XDSA-GTN-P) 
         + XDSA-BALAMT (IC2-DP-GTN-VIS-DPI, XDSA-GTN-P) 
      COMPUTE KNET-DP-TIP-AMT =
         XDSA-BALAMT (IC2-DP-GTN-MED-TIP, XDSA-GTN-P) 
         + XDSA-BALAMT (IC2-DP-GTN-DEN-TIP, XDSA-GTN-P) 
         + XDSA-BALAMT (IC2-DP-GTN-VIS-TIP, XDSA-GTN-P)
   END-IF
   CALL 'PPNETCLC'
   IF KNET-MSSG-NO (1) NOT = SPACES
      MOVE KNET-MSSG-NO (1) TO XMSG-NUMBER
      MOVE XWSA-SAVED TO XMSG-ID-NO
      MOVE 'PPNETCLC' TO XMSG-DATA
      MOVE KNET-ROUTINE TO XMSG-REF1
      PERFORM CALL-MESSAGE-HANDLER-6080
   END-IF
IF KNET-ROUTINE = '40'
   AND RET-ELIG-CODE-SFHBR-RETR
      MOVE ZERO TO KNET-DP-DPI-AMT
      MOVE ZERO TO KNET-DP-TIP-AMT
   END-IF
IF KNET-DOLLAR-ADJ-CNT > ZERO

Program PPNETCLC

The following modifications were made in Section 4000-DCP-CASUAL-CALC, about 7 lines down:

IF (KNET-DEDX = 036 AND (DCP-PLAN-CODE-SAVINGS-FUND
   OR DCP-PLAN-CODE = SPACE))
OR (KNET-DEDX = 037 AND DCP-PLAN-CODE-EQUITY-FUND)
OR (KNET-DEDX = 038 AND DCP-PLAN-CODE-BOND-FUND)
OR (KNET-DEDX = 039 AND DCP-PLAN-CODE-GIC-FUND)
OR (KNET-DEDX = 155 AND DCP-PLAN-CODE-MONEY-MKT-FUND)
OR (KNET-DEDX = 156 AND DCP-PLAN-CODE-MULTI-ASSET-FUND)
OR (KNET-DEDX = 278 AND DCP-PLAN-CODE-FIDELITY-FUND)
   MOVE KNET-REDUCTIONS-FICA TO KSH-REDUCTIONS-SH
   IF (KNET-INS-REDUCT-IND = ' ' OR 'Y' OR 'H')
      SUBTRACT KNET-DP-TIP-AMT FROM KSH-REDUCTIONS-SH
   IF KSH-REDUCTIONS-SH < ZERO
      MOVE ZERO TO KSH-REDUCTIONS-SH
   END-IF
   END-IF
   ADD KNET-DP-DPI-AMT TO KNET-GROSS-RETR
   MOVE KNET-OASDI-MAX-TAXABLE TO KSH-MAX-SH-GROSS
MOVE YTD-SFHBR-GROSS TO KSH-YTD-SH-GROSS
MOVE KNET-GROSS-RETR TO KSH-PAR-SH-GROSS
CALL WS-PPBENSH

Program PPNETDTK

The following modification was made in Section 2000-FORMAT-DEDUCTIONS-TAKEN, near the end of the section:

IF KNET-DP-TIP-AMT NOT = ZEROS
  IF KNET-DED-NOT-TAKEN NOT = ZEROS
    ADD KNET-DP-TIP-AMT TO KNET-DP-TIP-BALAMT-SUS
  ELSE
    ADD KNET-DP-TIP-AMT TO KNET-DP-TIP-BALAMT-GTN
  END-IF
END-IF.

IF KNET-DP-DPI-AMT NOT = ZEROS
  IF KNET-MC-DED-NOT-TAK NOT = ZEROS
    ADD KNET-DP-DPI-AMT TO KNET-DP-DPI-BALAMT-SUS
  ELSE
    ADD KNET-DP-DPI-AMT TO KNET-DP-DPI-BALAMT-GTN
  END-IF
END-IF.

MOVE ZERO TO KNET-DP-DPI-AMT
MOVE ZERO TO KNET-DP-TIP-AMT
MOVE XGTN-SUSPENSE TO WS-GTN-SUSPENSE.

The following modifications were made in Section 3000-POST-DEDUCTIONS-TAKEN, about 20 lines down:

IF KNET-DED-TAKEN NOT = ZERO
  AND (KNET-DEDX = IC2-DP-GTN-MED-DPI
       OR IC2-DP-GTN-DEN-DPI
       OR IC2-DP-GTN-VIS-DPI)
    IF FICA-ELIG-CODE = 'E' OR ' ' OR 'M'
      ADD KNET-DED-TAKEN TO KNET-GROSS-MEDICR
    IF FICA-ELIG-CODE = 'E' OR ' ' END-IF
  END-IF
****** IF RET-ELIG-CODE-SFHBR-RETR <---comment out
****** ADD KNET-DED-TAKEN TO KNET-GROSS-RETR <---comment out
****** END-IF <---comment out
IF NOT FEDTAX-EXEMPT-EXMPT-FED-TX
  ADD KNET-DED-TAKEN TO KNET-FWT-GROSS

This is the END of the release changes.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jim.Tuohig@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0741.